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August Samplers of the Month: Two Glorious Samplers . . .

. . . both of significant historical importance in America’s history of samplermaking, both reproduced by The Scarlet Letter for today’s

needleworker to recreate, each included in several Betty Ring books, both available to “visit” as part of museum collections, both stunning
in their pictorial elements and stitches used to create them. The difficult choice for you: which one to stitch? It could depend on
whether you like samplers with houses or not.
Taking them in alphabetical order, “Betsy Davis” has been part of the textile collection at Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts since 1945, but
it’s been a part of American sampler history for over 200 years. As The Scarlet Letter’s Marsha Parker says, this sampler is a superb
example of the work done at Miss Mary (aka Polly) Balch’s school in Providence, Rhode Island in the late 18th and early 19th centuries.
Polly opened her school in a rented house on Constitution Hill around 1782 with her only assistants being her mother Sarah (Rogers)
Balch (1735-1811) and her brother Timothy, who was known for his beautiful penmanship. She moved and opened a boarding school on
George Street in 1801, which appears to have stayed open through 1826.
The most distinctive elements of this group of samplers include Providence architecture that can often be identified, a three-sided
border with filled-in, tapestry-like backgrounds that surround beautiful queen-stitched flowers emerging from vases on either side.
There may also be bands of queen-stitched strawberries and strawberry blossoms. The verse is “announced” by trumpeting angels,
stitched over one, and the samplers frequently include elegantly dressed men and women strolling leisurely on their estates with their
animals
In Volume I of her Girlhood Embroidery , Betty Ring says this about Mary Balch’s School:
Samplers from Mary Balch’s School in Providence were the first American embroideries to receive wide recognition as a distinctive

group from a specific school, and they continue to be the most renowned samplers made under an identified instructress.

You may go to the museum’s Web site and view a larger image of this sampler, as well as images of the sampler elements.
http://www.mfa.org/collections/search_art.asp?coll_keywords=Betsy+Davis+Sampler&submit.x=7&submit.y=16
The second sampler is Betsy Manchester’s work, dated a few years earlier, but obviously made under the guidance of Ms. Balch.
Elizabeth was born in Providence in 1782, the daughter of John Manchester and Elizabeth Potter. On May 29, 1800 she married Israel
Arnold, and they had four children. One son, John M., born in Providence in 1810, married Caroline Cadmus in 1838 and moved with her to
Chicago, taking his mother's sampler with him. Betsy died in 1837. Her granddaughter, Charlotte Manchester Arnold, was born in Chicago
in 1840. Charlotte inherited her grandmother's sampler, and in 1858 she married John Chester Welles and moved to Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Their daughter, Frances Bradley Welles, donated her grandmother's sampler to the State Historical Society of Wisconsin in
1944. It has been published in Betty Ring's book Girlhood Embroidery (1993), p. 183. Again, thanks to Marsha Parker for including the
provenance for this sampler.
You may view an enlarged image of Betsy’s sampler on the museum’s Web site at

http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/museum/collections/online/image.cfm?
ImageFile=/VoyagerImages/Z002/Z00254/Z0025462.jpg&TableKey=OBJECT:25857
Embroidered on natural linen in green, blue, pink, black, white, and brown silk thread in cross-stitch and satin stitch, the design includes
two trumpeting angels on either side of a heart near the top, two women holding hands standing near two trees, a bird, stag, sheep, and
cat in the center, and a lady and gentleman on either side of a tree near two evergreens, and a sheep and a dog near the bottom.
The distinctive flowering vine growing from the two urns at the bottom corners create the border. The inscriptions: "Providence July
31/1793/Teach us so to number our/days that we may apply our hearts to wisdo/m." "May spotless innocence and truth/my every action
guide/And guard my unexperienced youth/from arrogance and pride," and "Betsy Manchester’s Work."

Betty Ring describes Mary Balch as “an artist with her needle” On the left below is Mary’s sampler dated 1773 and, on the right, the
sampler embroidered by Mary’s mother, Sarah Rogers, also available to today’s needleworker as a reproduction by Joanne Harvey/ The
Examplarery .

During August you may save 15% on your purchase of the following:
Betsy Davis chart ($17) + hand-dyed linen ($14 for 36c w/2-inch margins) AND/OR silks threads (AVAS - $48.75; Belle Soie $78). Stitches include cross, cross over one, freehand satin and stem, and queen. Recommended for more advanced
needleworkers, per the chart.

Betsy Manchester chart ($18) + hand-dyed linen ($12 for 36c w/2-inch margins) AND/OR silk threads (AVAS - $63.75; Belle
Soie - $97.50). Stitches include queen, tent, cross, cross over one, and freehand satin and stem. Per the chart, recommended
for more advanced needleworkers.

While you are stitching on one of these marvelous reproductions, I will “stitch along with you” on my “American Sampler,” begun over a
decade ago, with the hope of finishing it in this lifetime.

I fell in love with this Sandy Orton design in the early ‘90s when I saw it among the
pages of Treasures magazine, a Meredith Corporation publication that lasted six issues that was ahead of its time. Those six issues have
become collector’s items now, and if you are fortunate enough to own the Spring 1993 issue that includes this sampler and you want to
stitch it as your August Sampler of the Month, you may purchase your linen and silks at a 15% discount during this month. The sampler
was published with a conversion to Au Ver A’Soie , and with the passage of time additional shades/colors have become available in this
country, and so we have tweaked the original silks a bit.

Unfortunately, I cannot offer this chart because it is currently OOP. Used copies of the magazine occasionally show up on Ebay. Today
I would choose to stitch the reproduction, but when I began this journey over a decade ago, I didn’t even know about Mary Balch or her
students’ beautiful samplers, or that any were available to us in charted form.
If you have this chart and would like to order the supplies and begin, you may save 15% on these supplies during August.
AVAS silks ($123.75)
Hand-dyed 36c linen ($10)
You may have noted that for all three of these samplers I've listed 36-count linen. It, of course, can be stitched on 40-count, but with
the amount of specialty stitches (both queen stitches and over-one areas), 36c may be the choice for most. I'm stitching mine on 36c
linen, and I've done the over-one lady in a full cross. If I could do that over again, I would probably stitch her in continental stitch.
Now I will have to do the gentleman the same, and for me, it’s very crowded little stitches. I would enjoy it more in the continental, I
think.

August Attic Addict Discounts

As an Attic Addict Member, you will save 15% on your purchase of the following during August:

The Scarlet Letter Designs
Silk from Au Ver A'Soie or Crescent Colours
Special Cuts of Lakeside Linens ~ any count

A Word or Two About Back Orders

These are, unfortunately, a part of our business and a disappointment to all of us. For you, who "need it" now, it requires you to wait.
For us, it frequently requires lots of follow-up, some more than others, and having to say “I'm sorry, it’s not here yet” ~ and that’s a
difficult thing for those of us who were born people pleasers. We don't like to have to deliver bad news. But it is a fact of life, and as
long as I am in this business, it has not gotten any easier to deal with.
We ask for your patience while we wait. Fabrics particularly have been difficult for many months now. Delivery from the European
factories has been erratic, at best, for some of even the very popular fabrics, causing the fabric dyers huge problems as well. So when
you place your order, if you need it for a gift or by some special date for another reason, please let us know ~ and if we encounter
delivery problems for whatever reason, we can suggest an alternative. There are so many lovely choices available to us today.
Yesterday’s phone call from a very annoyed customer was kind of the straw for me . . . and is what prompts me to ask for your
indulgence. Most of you are kind, understanding, and have other projects in your stitching baskets that a back-ordered fabric isn't
going to cause you to go ballistic and be rude to a staff member who happens to answer the phone, even to the point of hanging up on
her. But if you do feel like screaming at someone, please, ask to speak to me. I really don't want my staff to endure that. As we often
say, this is a happy place, and needlework shops aren't the place for unpleasantness. There’s enough of that in the REST of the
world. This is our escape, yours and ours.
Thanks for your cooperation.

Some news you'll want to know . . .
The next Loose Feathers design is due in here in approximately 7 – 10 days, and our shipments will start then. Here's a sneak

peek:

Blackbird’s Halloween book is expected around mid-August, and we've ordered fabrics and threads for the projects as well.
Prairie Schooler ’s 2009 Santa and other new releases are to be shipped sometime next week. The 2009 limited-edition kit ($31),

complete with Crescent Colours' hand-dyed floss, is on its way. He's adorable, don't you agree?

2009 JCS Ornament issue is due out in mid-September. You may reserve yours now.
2009 JCS Halloween issue is due to arrive in a few weeks. These fly out the door, so reserve yours and don’t be disappointed!

Just*Nan ’s “Spooky,” next in this year’s Over the Top Limited Edition Tin Series

, is too

adorable for words, don’t you agree?! Those of you waiting patiently for this one, it ships to us on August 24th and might arrive
by the 28 th if we’re lucky. The Satin Bat Pin at the top is included in the kit!

August at The Attic
As part of our Ornament Challenge, we hope that you plan to join us for our FREE flat-ornament finishing class to be held
tomorrow, Saturday, August 1, 1:30-4:30 PM.
And on Thursday night, August 6, we will have an early Kris Kringle Ornament Exchange. Some of our favorite Christmas
cookies will be served, along with apple cider. This special early Kris Kringle is in addition to the one in December.
Saturday, August 8, Sampler Study Group , 10 - 12 Noon. Bring your Darlene O'Steen "Celtic Sampler" or her new
"Whitework Sampler" or your unfinished "Dorcas Haynes" or one of August's Samplers of the Month (to be announced next
week) or ??? and stitch together while we refresh some perhaps forgotten techniques for challenging stitches or simply enjoy
the company of other sampler stitchers. Please call to register. $5.

Saturday, August 15, August Stitch-In. We hope that you will join us for another summertime most-of-the-day stitch-in
~ bring a work-in-process project (or start a new one - like this adorable "Sewphia" pincushion from Miss Crescent's Crowne !).
Sharon will be stitching with us and is willing to teach us how to make this charming bird, depending on your interest. Pattern
with instructions, templates, and freezer paper is $9 ~ Companion kits are available complete with hand-dyed wool, pearl cottons,

and the Flea Market stand for $26. We'll again furnish refreshments and chocolate ~ and who knows what else?! If you'd like
to bring something to share, that would be grand. It sounds like a great way to spend a Saturday on a hot August weekend,
doesn't it? When does it start? Well, we open at 10, so any time after that. And we close at 5.
Sampler Sunday, August 16, 1 - 4 PM. In keeping with August's beautiful and historic Samplers of the Month, we will be
discussing the Mary Balch school and the samplers created there. Please call to register.

What's New in The Attic

From The Scarlet Letter:

A Scottish sampler stitched by WCEG in 1763 ($17) ~ and Debra pulled the silks yesterday, placed them on a lovely Lakeside linen, and I
got out my camera!

Two more new reproductions from The Scarlet Letter: ""L. Whitear Her Work" ($22), a delicately stitched and very symmetrical
English sampler with a charming whimsical scene in the bottom third depicting a large farmhouse, swans swimming in the pond, a farmer
and his wife with their dogs, and a chicken ~ and, on the right, the "Hannah Brassington 1779" sampler, another English sampler with a
large spotted leopard in the center and lots of birds and trees scattered about, and two stags and more birds surrounding the lower
cartouche with Hannah's age, year, and her pious verse.

The Fall 2009 Sampler & Antique Needlework Quarterly . . .

. . . has arrived! We always love this magazine whenever it comes, but this issue is of special significance to us because Linda Vinson,
known to many of you as Needlemade Designs, and Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett, both Attic "staff" members (Vickie writes our advertising
for us), have combined their talents using one of Vickie's antiques as the centerpoint. Linda did an exquisite adaptation of the antique
sewing box, and Vickie wrote the accompanying article. We are so happy to know these talented women, and to have them as part of our
team. I wish you could see Linda's adaptation in person. It is really lovely. This issue of the magazine is full of wonderful articles,
including several reproduction samplers. The one on the cover says "The Happy Choice" ~ and that seems so appropriate for all of us who
make the choice to include needlework in our lives.
The magazine's editor, Elizabeth Pugh, says in her introductory comments to this issue: "I believe it is important to remember that time
spent embroidering is a gift we give ourselves. The joy in seeing a pattern emerge from single stitches, the comforting rhythm created
by a needle passing through fabric; the relaxation that inevitably occurs as our minds turn loose of the day's events: these are what
sustain us during these hectic times." Very well said!

More from Arizona's Talented Needleworkers

From Nikki/ Country Cottage Needleworks, "English Garden" and "The Cafe" ~ both $8.

And from her mother, Diane/ Little House Needleworks, "Mayflower Landing" ($9) and "Lavender's Blue" ($8).

Thanks to all who participated with such good humor in last Saturday's "Dress for the Holidays" and celebrated more of our Christmas in
July. The jewelry was very colorful, but Jayne's Santa hat and Carol's Rudolph nose were especially great. (I'm sorry that I missed
Darlene's jingle bell socks ~ I heard they, too, were fun!) And Tedra won the $50 gift certificate drawing. Bunny stirred the entries
vigorously, several times, and drew the winning name!

And here are a few needlework "smalls" that are ready for the finisher: Loretta's very charming "Hollyhock Farm" ~ and the first part
of M Designs' adorable set starring Miss Mary Mac. We changed up the colors a bit to match the fabric.
I'm having difficulty concentrating because I'm already in a celebratory mood. The FedEx man just rang the doorbell a short while ago
and delivered these most gorgeous Hawaiian flowers, a most thoughtful gift from brother Jer and Nancy, because it's our wedding
anniversary tomorrow.

Then . . . 60+ years ago . . .

. . . and then

...

39 years ago today it was a hot and muggy day in Wisconsin, a very uncomfortable evening at the rehearsal dinner. It had been that way
for week with seemingly no end in sight. But the next day, August 1st , the humidity miraculously went away and it was an absolutely
glorious day. Can it really be that many years ago? Where did they go? Many years filled with a myriad of blessings and happy
memories. John’s wonderful sense of humor is still there, even though our waistlines aren’t! Happy Anniversary, dear one.
And happy stitching to all, and a lovely weekend.

Jean Lea

Attic Needlework & Collectibles
106 East McKellips Road, Suite 111
Mesa, Arizona 85201
480.898.1838 ~ FAX: 480.898.0332
Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC
www.atticneedlework.com/

